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Suppose you shut down your senses for a while. Suppose you decide to live with a

blindfold for one week. Or, more drastically, you decide to spend one week in a

dark, sound-proof, odourless tank, inside of which you will float in salt water at

constant temperature. You believe you will gain a much needed peace of mind. You

will perceive nothing; you will think nothing. After this period of blissful oblivion,

you will be ready to engage with the world again, with an external environment

which constantly bombards your helpless sensory systems with a buzzing stream of

sensory data. At least you believe that.

But this belief rests on a fundamental mistake, according to Andy Clark’s Surfing

Uncertainty. What you perceive depends not just on the sensory data that your brain

receives from the environment; what you normally see, smell, and hear would also

depend on internally generated top-down signals conveying prior expectations about

the world. When you take all the sensory stimulation away, your perception does not

stop. It just gets stranger. People experiencing sensory deprivation for just a few

hours often report vivid hallucinations. They may see bright spots of light, faces,

landscapes, and coloured patterns; they may hear arias, beats, and voices (e.g.,

Merabet et al. 2004; Mason and Brady 2009). Deprived of sensory data, the brain

spontaneously generates its own; and, restless, you begin to have finicky

perceptions.

Surfing Uncertainty is a delightfully written book that shows how this picture of

the brain has far-reaching consequences for central questions in cognitive science,

philosophy, and neuroscience. Blending results from embodied cognition with ideas

and results from computational neuroscience and machine learning, Clark argues

that ‘‘the predictive brain ... is an action-oriented engagement machine, adept at
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finding efficient embodied solutions that make the most of body and world’’

(p. 300). Biological brains would not be passive receivers of sensory data, but

proactive machines: evolved organs constantly trying to predict their own streams of

incoming sensory stimulation. To develop his argument, Clark synthesizes a large

body of work in embodied cognitive science and computational neuroscience. The

upshot of this synthesis is a unifying, principled theory of the embodied mind,

which Clark dubs Predictive Processing (PP).

Surfing Uncertainty is in three parts. Part I includes Chapters 1–3, where Clark

weaves a vast array of results and concepts from different corners of computational

neuroscience and machine learning to lay bare the tenets of PP. While traditional

approaches depict perception as a passive, cumulative, bottom-up process of

progressively complex feature detection, PP understands perception as an active

process constituted by the ongoing interaction of top-down and bottom-up

processing. Chapter 1 begins to unpack this idea by focusing on two computational

building blocks of PP: prediction and prediction error. Clark explains that

hierarchically organized brains leverage these quantities to support adaptive action

and to make sense of input data that are sparse, noisy, and ambiguous. While Clark

does not provide a precise definition of the notion of prediction (or expectation), he

warns readers that computing predictions involves no conscious, personal-level

judgement or homunculus; it requires only automatic, sub-personal operations

defined over physical states and events. As such, usage of ‘prediction’ picks out a

distinctive functional role in a computational system that constantly solves problems

of statistical inference by trying to minimize the errors in its predictions.

Drawing on several ideas, examples and case studies, Clark explains that higher

level cortical areas in the brain would encode predictions, which are broadcasted by

backward connections in the cortical hierarchy to ‘explain’ input from lower areas.

Top-down predictions would be generated using a statistical (generative) model that

might itself be learnt by exposure to training sensory data. Although this statistical

model consists of sets of assumptions about what in the environment could have

caused the stream of data impinging on our sensory surfaces, Clark emphasises that

the model is not so much in the business of accurately representing the environment.

Instead, brains’ generative model attends to the business of control and regulation

(cf., Conant and Ashby 1970).

Learning would occur when the actually observed sensory data differs from the

predicted data, resulting in a prediction error, broadcasted by forward connections in

the cortical hierarchy for the immediate selection of action or for synaptic changes

underlying prediction update. Only expected features of an input signal are

suppressed and only unexpected features are fed forward to tune the generative

model so as to reduce discrepancies between predicted and actual sensory signals.

While this functional asymmetry between prediction and prediction error signals is

one of PP’s central commitments, it also identifies prediction error minimization as

cognitive bedrock, as a fundamental functional principle of biological brains.

In Chapter 2, Clark adds to this picture the notion of precision. Defined as the

reciprocal of the variance of a probability distribution, the precision of an error

signal would modulate the amplitude of prediction errors and constitute attention. A

more precise prediction error will have more weight on updating the brain’s
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generative model. Precision weighting on prediction errors would enable brains to

tip the balance between sensory input and prior expectations at different spatial and

temporal levels in the processing hierarchy, in a way that is context- and task-

sensitive.

Precision weighting plays an essential role in Clark’s argument, as it would allow

us to explain apparently different modes of perception, action, and reasoning by

appealing to a single kind of mechanism—more on this in a moment. As Clark

explains in Chapter 3, the same kind of precision-weighted multi-level prediction

machinery would also account for imagination, dreaming, and memory as cases

where top-down predictions run without meeting incoming sensory signals. And it

may ground semantic content too, which would derive from embodied brains’

predictions concerning how causal structure can be projected into observed data.

Where causal structure latches on to organism-salient patterns in the stream of

sensory data, we have a grip on the world, which would be revealed as inherently

meaningful.

Part II of Surfing Uncertainty includes Chapters 4–7, which are the philosoph-

ically richest. The focus is on action, and the claim Clark puts forward is that PP is

the ideal explanatory partner for embodied theories of cognition. Relying on many

case studies and concepts from machine learning, computational neuroscience and

embodied cognitive science, Clark tries to work out how PP might reconfigure tra-

ditional puzzles about mind. Among other issues, he explores whether there is room

for desire and reward in PP’s account of action (Chapter 4), how we grasp the

intentions of others by simulating them (Chapter 5), how we should understand the

representations posited by PP (Chapter 6), and how PP explains emotion and

psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia and autism, and even helps us make

progress towards a solution to the hard problem’ of consciousness (Chapter 7).

Clark’s argument begins from the idea that embodied brains have two types of

strategies of matching their predictions to the world so as to cancel prediction errors.

Perception is the first strategy, where the brain finds the prediction that best

explains’ the sensory data. Action (or active inference) is the second, where the

brain actively samples proprioceptive data to fit its predictions. Forming a

continuous causal circle shaped by precision weighting, perception and action

would be synergic strategies brains use to match their predictions to the world.

Precision weighting would equip brains with a kind of mechanism to select

between knowledge-sparse and knowledge-rich modes of perception and action,

based on context and task. Using this mechanism, brains are best positioned to

deliver, whenever possible, cheap, action-involving solutions to the problems they

face. Because delivering these solutions often piggybacks on bodily and environ-

mental structures, PP and embodied theorists can be friends. PP would in fact

constitute the ideal, empirically productive, neurocomputational framework for

studying the role of weighted prediction error and of top-down predictions in the

workings of embodied, situated brains.

Part III contains the last three chapters of Surfing Uncertainty. Appealing once

more to precision weighting, Clark argues (in Chapter 8) that human reasoning is

not supported by two (or more) functionally distinct systems. Labels like ‘System 1’

and ‘System 2’, or ‘model-free’ and ‘model-based’ would not pick out natural kinds,
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but ‘‘different admixtures of resource and influence, each of which is recruited in the

same general way as circumstances dictate’’ (p. 256). Clark also touches upon the

relationship between extended cognition and PP, explaining that PP offers ‘‘a

specific, and highly extension-friendly,’ proposal concerning the shape of the

specifically neural contribution to cognitive success’’ (p. 260). Chapter 8 ends with

a discussion of the ‘‘Darkened Room Puzzle,’’ which is the worry that ‘‘prediction-

driven organisms ... should simply seek out states that are easily predicted, such as

an empty darkened room in which to spend the remainder of their increasingly

hungry, thirsty, and depressing days’’ (p. 262). To dissolve this puzzle, Clark

appeals to structurally implicit, innately specified expectations characteristic of us

humans, which may account for our drive towards play, exploration, and novelty.

Chapter 9 explains how social institutions, social norms, and language fit into PP.

Linguistically-empowered social norms and other human institutions would

function as prediction-error minimizing devices that we structure and re-structure

to support smooth interactions with others (cf., Colombo 2016). Chapter 10

concludes by flagging remaining ‘‘problems, puzzles, and pitfalls’’ for PP.

One potential problem that Clark does not address concerns the inductive basis

on which the case for PP is built. Surfing Uncertainty repeatedly emphasises that PP

may constitute a ‘‘truly fundamental and deeply unified science of the embodied

mind’’ (p. 297). PP is said to constitute the beginnings of this unified science

because it identifies one type of embodiment-friendly neurocomputational mech-

anism, which might be tokened at different spatial and temporal scales in the

nervous system, and which may ground functional explanations of many sets of

behavioural and neural data. Clark identifies this mechanism and provides evidence

for its reality by tapping a wide variety of sources, most prominently: Karl Friston’s

free-energy principle (cf., Friston 2010), Bayesian cognitive science, and deep

learning approaches.

However, this inductive basis is not homogenous. Deep learning is aimed at

pattern recognition. This approach suggests that the primary task of mind is to

discover structured patterns in large data sets through many layers of feature

extraction. Bayesian approaches are instead aimed at model-building, where the

primary task of mind is to use causal models to understand and act in the world

(Lake et al. 2016). Furthermore, some of the elements of both deep learning and

Bayesian approaches do not seem to mesh with central commitments of PP. For

instance, biologically plausible deep learning algorithms discover structure in data

by using backpropagation, where—in contradiction to PP—errors are propagated

backwards. Finally, current work suggests that brains might actually optimize many

diverse cost functions that would not be reducible to prediction error minimization

without explanatory loss (cf. Marblestone et al. 2016).

The potential problem then is that the paradigm cases and concepts on which

Clark builds the case for PP may not all exemplify the same kind of mechanism. If

so, then PP will not deliver a global understanding of embodied brains. Evaluating

this worry obviously requires a close engagement with the primary literature. But

one might predict that, given the range and diversity of phenomena studied in

cognitive neuroscience, global understanding may well take the form of a
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‘patchwork quilt’ of models and approaches, none of which enjoys explanatory

primacy.

By painting such a stunningly unified picture, Clark’s Surfing Uncertainty does,

however, a great service to philosophers and cognitive scientists. Whether or not PP

turns out to be a truly unifying, explanatory account of embodied brains, Clark

crystallizes many of the contentious issues and developments in computational

neuroscience, whilst developing the conceptual landscape for carrying out new

productive work. Surfing Uncertainty is essential reading for anybody interested in

mind, brain, and cognitive science.
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